Drs. David and Matthew Helsing are pleased to announce that CITRUS PARK
EYECARE has recently acquired some of the most advanced diagnostic instruments
available to the eye health care field.
The Retinal Thickness Analyzer delivers fast testing and easier assessment of the inside
of the eye (the retina, macula, and Optic nerve). By combining high resolution digital
photography with scanning laser technology this instrument plays a key role in our vision
loss prevention initiative by detecting major back of the eye diseases (glaucoma, diabetes,
macular degeneration and other retinal conditions) in their earliest stages.
The Visual Field Analyzer provides the only assessment of the optic nerve pathways
inside the brain. This instrument evaluates your vision both centrally (straight ahead) and
peripherally (side vision) for any loss of sight, assisting in the early detection of many
systemic diseases, as well as the detection of serious eye problems that may not be found
during your routine eye examination.
The Doctors here at Citrus Park Eyecare highly recommend these quick tests for all ages
as it will allow for the earliest detection of glaucoma, tumors, diabetic retinopathy,
macular degeneration, and optic nerve changes.
We are excited to deliver a new standard in eye care by promoting healthy sight for life.
Advanced Vision Health Package (Comprehensive Screening)
•
•
•

$40.

Retinal thickness analysis with early detection diagnostics.
High-resolution photographs of the retina including macula and optic nerve.
Computerized mapping of the optic (visual) nerve pathways.

Retinal Thickness Analyzer Only

$30.

Visual Field Analyzer Only

$20.

I choose NOT to have these tests performed today
Medicare beneficiaries are advised that Medicare only pays for services it determines as
“medically necessary” under section 1862(a)(1) of Medicare law. If Medicare denies this
service you will be responsible for payment.
Thank you for being our patient.
PATIENT SIGNATURE:________________________________________

